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GYPSY WOMAN WITH A DASH OF METAL:
INTERVIEW WITH ARTIST CHLOE TRUJILLO
If you're new here, you may want to subscribe to my RSS feed. Thanks for visiting!

Gypsy Woman with a dash of Metal: Interview with artist Chloe Trujillo
“I feel that there is nothing more truly artistic than to love people. – Vincent van Gogh”
Fashionedits.com is a strong supporter of the arts! We recently viewed the work of artist Chloe
Trujillo. She is truly the whole package: painter, dancer, and singer, always surrounded by culture and
the arts. She also possessed a scientific mind, earning a university degree in science and
mathematics. Her work has been exhibited in group and solo exhibitions in Paris, Los Angeles and
San Francisco. In her personal life, Chloe married Robert Trujillo, the iconic bassist of Metallica for
whom she has creates pieces for as well.
Chloe’s fashion collection includes handbags, swimsuits, guitars, and silk scarves. Designs that are
not just a “fashionable pieces”. The pieces are rich in symbology from the iconic Uncle Sam
surrounded by roses and skulls to Aztec designs. The “MYSTIC” silk scarf is our personal fav!
We caught up with Chloe to discuss her artwork and music pursuits!

Tell us a bit about your background
My background is very eclectic! I was raised in a very artistic environment with fashion designer
and artists’ parents and musician grandparents. I also had a fascination and passion for
mathematics and anything esoteric, and would spent late nights on the phone with my uncle whom
was a lecturer-professor in mathematics and data processing. After a few interesting lifeexperiences, I developed a great interest in spirituality, quantum physics and the unseen. So as well
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as studying math, and physics and arts
of any kind (music, poetry, fine arts,
dance, etc..), I started studying energy
work. This is what led me to where I am
today and I am constantly learning and
discovering, so there’s a lot more to
come!!!

What inspires you?
My inner and outside world, my
experiences, visions I have, my
channelings, my emotions, this universe
or multiverse, colors, vibrations and life.

Describe your sound as a musician?
I am definitely a metal head, but I have been infused with such different cultures in my youth, that
my sound now is a mix of rock, gypsy music, rap and blues. Let’s say the foundation is rock with
guitar, bass and drums, and, then in some songs you’ll hear an old, or cimbalom, dilruba or
percussion, on top of which I might sing a blues melody or spoken words…

What was the first instrument you played?
I sang first with my Opera singer grandfather, then I learned the piano.

How did you begin to merge all elements of your work into your fashion and accessories
http://www.fashionedits.com/blog/chloe-trujillo/
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designs?
It all started with an idea to reproduce my artwork on a wearable material. I had been selling giclees
and prints of my art, and one day I thought it would be cool to create beautiful silk scarves, not with
the paintings directly printed on the silk, rather recomposing a brand new piece by selecting
elements from different paintings, so each scarf is unique.
I then added handbags, swimwear and
cover-ups following the same principle.
Everything becomes an art piece.

How does your art influence your way of
life?
My art influences my way of life, my way
of life influences my art. I love to travel
and discover new cultures, I read a lot too
and am constantly learning about the
latest discoveries in science, history and
physics.
Then when I work, I go into this quiet
place where I download information from
Source. Information is out there and if you
connect to it, you will receive so much, and
that will influence my way of life.
We are all one, I can go to deep here, but
there is so much to say about what my art has given me!! Knowledge, joy, life, etc,etc

If you were able to have a coﬀee date with an artist dead or alive who would it be?
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Hardest question to answer ever….for the ones alive, I’ve had the chance to meet and chat with a lot
of them, for the dead ones, here are a few: Hieronymus Bosch, Leonardo Da Vinci, Albrecht Durer,
Vincent Van Gogh to name a few….but there are many more….

To view Chloe’s artwork and recent collection, visit: www.chloetrujillo.com
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